
25th February 2021
MINUTES OF MEETING

Colerne Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group
Held via ZOOM

Time Location Via Zoom

Present Steve Ayres (SA)
Jacqui Bradburn (JB)
Jeff Bishop (JeB)
Garry Brain (GB)
George Batterham (GeB)
Hilary Holman (HH)
Peter Mellett (PM)
Jane Mellett (JM)
Bob Jones (RJ)
Sue Jones (SJ)
Bob Child (BC)

Apologies Anne Nicholas (AN)
Mary Mellett (MM)

Next Meeting To be decided, day time, depending
on meeting with Henning Totz
Via ZOOM

Chair:
Recorded via

zoom:

Jane Mellett

Agenda Item

1.  Apologies (above)
2. Minutes of Last Meeting
3. Matters Arising (none)
4.Draft Submission version Design Statement
5. Policy Plan. Part A
6. Basic Conditions
7. Finance
8. Defamation
9. AONB

2. Minutes of Last Meeting:
Approved.

3. Matters Arising - None.

4. Draft Submission version Design Statement
RJ asked if we have adequately taken account of the Eastrip respondents.The DS team have
gone through all points raised, and included GB’s latest comments. There is now an updated
Community response spreadsheet that can be viewed via google docs
ii) primary changes  to V2 draft are -
the maps, to include heritage points; photos heritage dated; section 6 has been strengthened
to emphasise the AONB requirements; permitted developments, explained with a reference
doc,  and guidances for upgrading of  all buildings, and sustainable building for climate change.
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All the character areas were revisited on foot to check  guidances again.

iii) It was agreed - that Passiv Hause should be mentioned as one  example of sustainable
building, as this will be but one way forward in the future. The specific contribution from Clive S
has been valuable, but it cannot be the “condition of development”. JeB referred to the new
Local Plan policies and suggested we ask Henning Totz if he can share any of their wording re
this.

iv) SJ asked about trees -More reference to trees, incorporating AONB guidance in the DS. SA
was asked if he has incorporated anything about trees in the Concept Statement. JeB
reminded the group of the importance of trees in the Government’s emerging design codes.
White paper and new emerging national design code both emphasise trees, so should be
further emphasised. Action SA.

JM

SA

5. Policy Plan. Part A
i) New Contents Page/revised structure - RJ - presented.

a) Main change - long term vision and objectives now within the body of the plan, prefacing the
policies. Otherwise the changes have incorporated last meeting’s decisions and outcome of
meeting with HT.
b) Basic Conditions Statement - JeB stated this needs referring to in the beginning and then it
is attached as a separate document (like the SEA) It is not an evidence or topic paper.
JM explained how the BCS is a record of how the plan’s policies incorporate the NFFP and the
Local Plan.  MM was commended by Place Studio  for the work she has done. In addition there
will be the Consultation Statement which includes the anonymised reg14 response
spreadsheet.

c) JM noted that the Evidence Folder and References need to be embedded within the Plan,
not just there via a link. This is required as a basic condition. Action BC
d) RJ yet to respond with mention of the policies that have been removed. Further policies to
be completed and sent on to RJ. Finalising the conditions in BEP4 -yet to be agreed. JB
queried re appearance of script - this will be finalised by BC

ii) (Hereafter following numbered suggestions from RJ, combining agenda items 5a) & b)

i. Questions  raised by HT and Nicola Tilley (Highways) re the two sites. What needs to be
completed here.

JeB responded - there has been some uncertainty within the email instructions . However,
there needs to be a diagram showing a splayed new access with adequate distance for traffic
to stop. GB shared a possible map to help, but has more editable maps if needed. PM made
point that anyone driving at 60mph around the corner approaching the Thickwood turnings
would be driving without due care and attention. Ideally we would have a reduced speed limit
for Thickwood, but this is unlikely to happen. JM pointed out that we still have to abide by the
set rules. Any required speed check can be allocated to the land owner. JeB will follow through
with this with careful wording for BEP4. JeB commented that the detail now being expected is
so much more detailed than in the past - up to pre-planning levels.

JM reported back on response from HE  re what we need to do now. There has to be an
informed assessment by a qualified consultant. WC unable to provide this person so JeB is
connecting us to a Bristol based person.

RJ will share the wording with us all shortly so we can fully understand the decisions yet to be
made.

ii. Con Club -  JM has written to Bob Atter asking them to discuss as a committee asking them
to consider a two track approach with both the gym/hub idea and the future site for housing.

BC
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Agreed to give them a deadline for  a written response. GB commented that the current talk  in
the village is not supportive of housing development. JM reminded the group that it was
originally offered by the Con Club, and this is now an internal matter for the Club to decide
upon.

(NB for the record - since the SG meeting the Con Club Committee has met and sent a letter
saying they have decided they wish the Club to be removed from the Plan)

iii. GeB to JeB - why are we not allocating a whole area  for development up until 2036.
JeB - Can only allocate what is available. As far as JeB and HT are concerned we have
completed that task and now work with what we have. What will make changes is changes
from MoD land, green belt review. National and WILTS policy ,are constraining us now. GB
suggests us going back to landowners again.

JM - what process are we following. Is it just our discomfort re not having enough immediate
land?
JeB  - we do not have to allocate, and we have truly tried to allocate land that is permissible for
development within a NP. SA reminded the SG that we have no mandate from the parish re
using Green Belt. Especially when we are sitting on the MoD land and potential for thousands
of houses! A lengthy discussion revisiting the pre NP planning applications for north of the
C151 and the reasons why they were turned down and the viability. Previous planning
permissions are not relevant once the NP is passed. The case may be challenged, but still
worth maintaining to the examiner. Any development north of the C151, would have to have a
large enough development to pay for improved infrastructure. This is at odds with the
community’s wish and the required housing numbers. JeB - NP is stronger than county wide
plans when legal challenges are made .

JM  - Are we agreed that there will be no housing development north of the C151, between the
Vineyards and Doncombe Lane? Vote: 7-2 agreement that this remains our policy.

Finally, all agree bar one that we continue with our policy as is through to examination.

5c) Formally agreed to remove Cleaves Avenue as an allocation for Sports as it cannot be
assured in its own right. It is to be strongly proposed as a community aspiration. JM to update
the Topic Paper aimed at one site only.

5d) Policy rewrites -  Could the latest policies be sent out for the consultation and basic
Conditions statement can be updated BEP4 awaiting completion of sites work, and SA’s
updates via PM to SEP and BEPs .

Allocation changes mean Topic paper 1 needs some rewording plus BEP4 - and would also
affect the strategic vision and development strategy.

6. Basic Conditions - Mary commended for the work she has done on this.See 5i) b) above for
detail.

7. Finance - just over £2,000 - and just completed the end of grant report. 2 further days of Jeff’s
time, secretarial, design and advertising to come from that. Will have to pay for 1/2 a day’s
work at most. Full quote not received. Local Authority only able to check on the work done.
Beyond March, if required, there is a PC precautionary reserve for us. Acknowledged that WC
is expecting much higher levels of pre-ap work on sites than in the past.

8. Defamation The details have been circulated. After discussion, the Steering Group wished  to
minute an apology for the unfortunate incident and assert that Place Studio has the full support
of the SG. Unanimous agreement.

9. AOB Timetable- Henning has asked for our timetable, and it is clear we cannot make the 6th
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May election Day.

Timing of next meeting - relatively minor changes now, but do need some important aterial.
Topic paper can be finalised shortly. Agreed to send to Henning shortly for informal feedback
within 2 weeks.

Next Meeting: 25th March to discuss and approve the wording.
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